
Get more with more.

Even if you already have Microsoft 365 installed,  
we’ll make sure you get all the features it has to offer.

 Focus on the big picture with Office 365

 Invest in a single, complete productivity experience

  Much more than the familiar Office applications  
you use every day 

OFFICE 365 STARTER KIT
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Business-class  email
Large, 50GB mailboxes that can send messages up to 25MB 
in size. Use your own custom domain for your email address 
and access your inbox through any modern browser. 

Updates just happen

File-sharing solutions across 
multiple locations

You don’t need to keep track of the 
continual process of updating. 
Microsoft does it all automatically.

All the storage you need 
Your Office 365 plan comes with 1TB 
of space in the cloud to store, backup, 
and easily share files. 

Keep your organization connected 
and be confident that data access
control policies are in place and 
being enforced. 

Personal and organizational
insights and interactive reports

Monitor and analyze a broad range of
live data through easy-to-use 
dashboards and compelling data 
visualizations. 

New levels of security
Stay secure with real time protection 
against malware and viruses with 
monthly security updates.

Work anywhere, on any device
No matter where your team members 
are, they can work together seamlessly, 
on whatever device fits their needs.

Online meetings anytime
Hold scheduled or ad hoc online 
meetings with screen sharing, audio 
and video, virtual whiteboards, polls, 
and shared notes.

Partner with 
Dynamic Quest

to get the 
most out of 
Office 365

Take your business 
to the next level with 

extended productivity tools 
from Microsoft. Our dedicated
specialists help you determine 

the features needed for 
your business.

It’s much more than the familiar Microsoft Office applications 
businesses use every day.  Office 365 offers unprecedented 
levels of collaboration across teams; generous storage in the 
cloud;  easy video conferencing; reporting and much, much more.

Microsoft Office Suite

Power BI

Let our experts install and configure powerful new tools.
No need to divert and distract your own resources to get Office 365 installed and configured. Dynamic Quest does it for  
you with minimal interruption to your workflow. Even more important: our certified experts will configure the powerful new 
productivity tools so you get everything Office 365 has to offer. 

Office 365 Starter Kit
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Office 365 integration in a few easy steps

Contact Dynamic Quest

By phone: 336.369.0455 or by email: sales@dynamicquest.com

Training and Support

 How to access and use your new Office 365 applications

  Ongoing support to make sure you’re getting the most out  
of your Office 365 plan

Transition Planning

Your Dynamic Quest implementation team will…

  Determine your business objectives and strategy

  Assess which Office 365 applications and plan make  
sense for your company to use

 Assist you in creating an application roadmap

  Recommend ways to save you money by determining which  
plan best fits your business needs

 Evaluate migration options and timeframes

 Customize a project plan to migrate you to Office 365

Implementation

With a plan in place, our team will provide…

 Project management and coordination 

 Deployment support

 Turnkey installation

Office 365 Starter Kit
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Rates based on Microsoft’s published pricing as of October 2016. Prices are subject to change.
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Let’s Get Started! 
Here’s some helpful information to have on hand when we connect. Our Office 365 
experts will use this information to start building your plan. Don’t worry if you don’t 
know the answers—we’ll work with you to get all the information we need. 

How many employees will be using Office 365?

How many domains do you want to migrate to Office 365?

Are you currently using any MS Office products? What versions?

What kind of email are you using now? 

Are your employees using PCs or Macs (or both)?

When would you like to have your migration to Office 365 completed?

Office 365 Starter Kit

Call us at 336.369.0455
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Office 365 is cloud-
based productivity, 
hosted by Microsoft.

Business-class email  Gain large, 50GB mailboxes that can send messages up to 25MB in size, with contacts
shared calendars, and spam and malware protection that stays up to date. Built with Exchange email technology,
the leading email solution for business around the world. Use your own custom domain for your professional email 
address, connect with Outlook for fully featured offline support, and access email via any modern web browser. 
Available on your PC or Mac, as well as Windows Phone, iPhone, Android, and Blackberry devices.

Online meetings Hold scheduled or ad hoc 
online meetings for up to 250 participants, with 
screen sharing, audio and video, virtual whiteboards, 
polls, and shared notes. Partners and customers can 
fully participate through any HTML5 browser.

Online document storage and file sharing 
Get 1TB of space in the cloud to store, backup and 
easily share files. Files are accessible from almost any 
device, also synchronized offline and available 
without an internet connection.

Private social networking and collaboration
Set up a social network that helps your company 
stay connected, share information across teams, and 
make faster, more informed decisions. 

Technical support Have confidence knowing that 
your Office 365 subscription comes with 24/7 
technical support by a global network of experts, with 
1 hour response time for critical, service impacting 
events. 

Simplified IT Management  Reduce headaches 
by reducing your IT infrastructure. Content lives 
safely in globally distributed datacenters with 
continuous backup and disaster recovery abilities. 

Financially backed SLA  Get peace of mind 
knowing your services are available when you need 
them with a financially-backed 99.9% uptime service 
level agreement.

With Office 365, you get the 
latest Office applications –
and much more.
At its heart is Office itself—the familiar Office 
applications businesses use everyday—now offered 
as a cloud service, so it’s always up to date. But 
Office 365 is also so much more. It’s about bringing 
enterprise-grade services to organizations of all 
sizes, from online meetings to sharing documents 
to business-class email. 

Always up-to-date. Never buy
a new version of Office again!

Each user can install Office on
up to 5 PCs or Macs.

Save to the cloud for backup
and anywhere access.

Use Office on your smartphone
and tablet.
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Reduce your capital expenditure  Office 365 
is available as a simple monthly subscription. Avoid 
large up-front costs for new software while moving 
the cost of IT from capital to operating expense.

Be always up to date Since Office 365 is in the 
cloud, it is always up to date. No patches or software 
upgrades necessary. Microsoft is adding new value
and capabilities on a monthly basis.

Cut hardware and energy costs Without 
servers to run for email, websites, and document 
storage, you can reduce energy costs and save by
no longer purchasing new server hardware. 

License per user Simplify licensing while providing
each user access to business critical technology on 5 
PCs/Macs and 5 mobile devices. Save money when
compared to traditional, per device licensing.

Scale your business quickly Office 365 grows 
with you. Adding a new user is as simple as buying an 
additional license.

License what you need Office 365 provides many 
plans to fit the right capability needs and price points 
for each user in your organization.

Office 365 changes how work is done…

…and how companies consume IT.

Get work done from anywhere  Wherever 
your people are, online or offline, they can get to—
and work with—the most up-to-date versions of the 
files and tools they need to get things done. And they 
can do it on virtually any device.

Work better together—simply  Office 365
offers business-class email, shared calendars, IM,
web conferencing, and access to the most up-to-date 
documents stored in the cloud. You can work together
in real time without compromising security.


